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NMR measurement of quantized vortex lines in rotating 3He}B
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Abstract

In rotating 3He}B, the creation of a new vortex line gives rise to a discontinuous change in the NMR absorption
amplitude. Such single-vortex steps have been observed at low magnetic "elds &10 mT and high temperatures Z0.80¹

#
with a signal-to-noise ratio of &10. To optimize this measurement, we have studied the discontinuous signal at higher
"elds. We "nd that the resolution peaks at approximately 20 mT and decreases at higher "elds. ( 2000 Published by
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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Large counter#ow velocities can be achieved by rotat-
ing super#uid 3He}B in a cylindrical container. In axial
magnetic "eld the cw NMR absorption is concentrated in
a narrow peak which is shifted from the Larmor fre-
quency u

0
"cH by

u!u
0
+

u2
B
(¹)

2u
0

sin2b, (1)

where the dimensionless frequency shift of this counter-
yow peak is sin2b"4

5
. The peak shifts with temperature

due to its dependence on the characteristic B-phase fre-
quency u

B
(¹), while its amplitude is determined by the

counter#ow velocity v"v
/
!v

4
, which depends on the

number of vortex lines N. With the appearance of each
new vortex the peak height is discontinuously reduced,
when NMR absorption is transferred from the counter-
#ow peak to the region near the Larmor edge at u

0
. This

step-like change can be monitored either as a reduction
in the counter#ow-peak height or as an increase at
the Larmor edge. Single-vortex resolution has proven
possible at temperatures above 0.80¹

#
. With decreasing

temperature several factors reduce the signal: (1) the

absorption amplitude is reduced by the decreasing value
of the susceptibility s

B
(¹), (2) the absorption is distrib-

uted over a wider frequency range due to the increasing
value of u

B
(¹), and (3) the line width *u of the

frequency-shifted counter#ow peak increases, mainly
because of Leggett}Takagi relaxation. This raises the
question of optimal conditions for the observation of
single-vortex steps.

Experiment: We record the cw NMR spectrum at
a "xed excitation frequency u"cH

0
, by sweeping the

magnitude of the polarizing "eld H with a superconduct-
ing magnet. The spectrometer consists of a superconduct-
ing LC tank circuit with a high Q value (2}15)]103,
followed by a liquid-He temperature preampli"er and
a lock-in ampli"er at room temperature. The temper-
ature is determined from the frequency shift of the
counter#ow peak in Eq. (1), by comparing to precalib-
rated values of u

B
(¹). Measurements have been per-

formed at three "elds, using in each case di!erent super-
conducting pick-up-coil and quartz-glass sample-cylin-
der arrangements [1], with cell radii R"2.5 and 2 mm,
and heights 7 and 8 mm. However, the same polarizing
magnet with a nominal homogeneity *H/H&2]10~4

over the sample volume has been used in all cases.
Line shape: To eliminate as much as possible the

in#uence of the di!erent experimental setups on the com-
parison of the respective NMR spectra, the measured
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Fig. 1. Measured cw NMR absorption spectra of vortex-free
counter#ow textures (N"0) at three magnetic "elds. The cal-
culated sA(u)/s

N
is plotted versus the frequency shift u!u

0
,

where s
N
"s

B
(¹

#
).

absorption signal <
4
has been converted to sA(u) assum-

ing that <
4
"asA and s

B
"2/(pu

0
):sA(u) du. It gives

sA"pu
0
s
B
<
4
/(2:<

4
du). This assumes that the transmis-

sion factor a is constant for one particular setup in the
covered "eld range and that signal nonlinearity can be
neglected. For the present purposes this is acceptable.

The experimental results are shown in Fig. 1. In prin-
ciple, by increasing the polarizing "eld H, one expects the
amplitude sensitivity to increase JH2 due to the in-
creases in frequency cH and in magnetization s

B
H. But

simultaneously, the line width *u increases, mostly due
to the inhomogeneity of the polarizing "eld JH. Thus,
the frequency resolution decreases with the ratio
(u!u

0
)/*uJH~2 (Eq. (1)). Fig. 1 illustrates the inter-

play of both factors and the deterioration of the NMR
line shape with increasing "eld when the line width starts
to mask the textural information.

Step resolution: The peak heights in Fig. 1 do not
directly re#ect the sensitivity to a step increase in N: It is
not only the line shape, but also the texture, which in
combination determine the step size in <

4
at the counter-

#ow peak when N increases by one vortex line. The

height of the counter#ow peak depends linearly on
the number of vortices N, when N is small compared to
the equilibrium number N

%2
(X) [1]. To "nd the step

resolution in this limit, the peak heights of two spectra
with N"0 and N"NH;N

%2
are compared. The pro-

cedure is the following: First the cell is cooled through
¹

#
while rotating with a velocity XH which secures

a known number of vortices [1]: NH"N
%2

(XH)"

2pR2XH (1!0.18/JXH)/i
0
+100. At the measuring

temperature, the velocity is then raised to the required
value X (where XH;X(X

#
) and the spectrum with

N"NH is recorded. Finally a spectrum with N"0 is
measured, after X has "rst been reduced to zero and then
increased back to the measuring value. The di!erence in
the counter#ow-peak heights of these two spectra divided
by NH is the single-vortex step size.

As a result we "nd that the reduction in sA at the
counter#ow maximum per one vortex line relates as
1.7 : 3.1 : 1.0 as a function of "eld at 12, 21, and 32 mT.
Thus, with a magnet of *H/H&10~4 homogeneity, the
single-vortex signal should preferably be measured at
"elds below 20 mT. Using a higher homogeneity magnet
may shift the optimum "eld higher and lead to better
resolution. Another way to a!ect the resolution is to
increase the liquid pressure, since the signal increases
through the combined increases in s

B
and u

B
.
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